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Black Nationalism is the only practical answer for
Black People in the United States of America.

Let's Get Busy!

A WORD OR TWO
LESS THAN BLACK POWER

There are two major shortcomings frus-
trating so-called Black Power advocates in
the United States today. Neither of these
shortcomings is educational in nature. Nei-
ther of these shortcomings is economic in
nature. Both of these shortcomings revolve
around power-- that is, the failure to use it.

These two shortcomings are (1) so-called
Black Power advocates in the United States
have not established an independent au-
thoritative or governmental presence and
(2) so-called Black Power advocates in the
United States have not established a mili-
tary type presence.

During the years leading up to the Ameri-
can Revolution, provisional governments and
continental congresses emerged as indepen-
dent bodies of authority, and militias ful-
filled the military function. The members of
the provisional governments and continen-
tal congresses were constantly running for
their lives, but they eventually evolved into
state and federal governments, and the mi-
litias evolved into continental armies, na-
tional guards and war departments. A few
years later, in what was to become Haiti,
the independent authoritative arm consisted
of a plan to end slavery, and the military
arm consisted of the thousands of slaves
who indiscriminately burned plantations and
killed white people while carrying out the
plan. These two functions eventually merged
under the leadership of Toussaint
L’Ouverture, who formed an army out of the
rebelling slaves and replaced white power
laws with Black Power laws.

Some decades later, in Cuba, the pat-
tern was repeated. In spite of existing white
power governments, Cuban Power advo-
cates established independent authoritative
bodies and formed military units that were
dedicated to defending Cuba’s integrity. By
establishing an alternative that the general
population could see, and by making bold
moves that caught the attention and opened
the eyes of the general population, white
Americans, Black Haitians and mixed Cubans
who wanted to be free were able to impress
and recruit those they needed to make their
objectives realizable.

It does not take a genius to figure out
the following: in order to be free, you have
to go out on your own. Every gang member
realizes this; that is why gangs ignore sta-
tus quo laws and adhere to a code of con-
duct that is geared toward realizing their all
too often petty objectives. They constantly
carry out activities that will draw the atten-
tion of the status quo’s security forces, but
that is part of the equation they have to
deal with until conditions change for the
better or worse.

Serious Black Power advocates should be
looking for opportunities to create the
equivalent of a Hamas in Palestine or
Hezbollah in Lebanon. Those of Us who can’t
admit the necessity of such are fit to re-
main second class citizens, second class hu-
man beings; lacking equality, lacking author-
ity, lacking the courage to snatch control
of the factors that determine the quality of
the lives they live.
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Other Books Include:
 THE BLACK STUDIES BOOK: A BLACK STUDIES GUIDE FOR

TEENAGERS AND ADULTS   $17.50 ISBN 1-883885-06X
 ... NOT TO BE- $11.50    ISBN 1-883885-06X

SPOTLIGHT ON MALE/FEMALE RELATIONS  $6.50    ISBN 1-883885-06X

BLACK STUDIES BOOKS

$13.50  ISBN 1-883885-094$15.50  ISBN 1-883885-06X $20.00  ISBN 1-883885-221

Other CDs Include:
“GETTING STARTED: YOU CAN BE AS SMART AS ANY HISTORIAN”

“HOW BLACK HISTORY SHOULD BE TAUGHT”
“WHAT BLACK STUDENTS NEED TO LEARN THAT WHITE AMERICA’S SCHOOL

SYSTEM WILL NOT TEACH THEM”
“HOW WHITE HISTORY SHOULD BE TAUGHT”

1 CD   $15.00       2-6 CDS   $11.00 EACH     ALL 7 CDS   $70.00

BLACK STUDIES CDS

HOW TO PAY:
(1) VISA OR MASTER CARD. CALL 202-291-3523

(2) Send CHECK or MONEY ORDER payable to "ASET". Mail to "ASET"
       P.O. Box 60033 Washington, DC 20039. All Prices Include S &H!!!

GET BLACK STUDIES CDs AND BOOKS AT REDUCED PRICES. EDUCATE
YOUR CHILDREN THIS HOLIDAY SEASON.
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